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011415 Bayonne vest

Bayonne vest in recycled ripstop 

polyester with a water-repellent 

finish. It features a dynamic quilted 

pattern and Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic bottles.

A superior choice for the transitional season, this Bayonne vest 

can be easily layered over a t-shirt or shirt for a practical yet 

feminine look. It features a stand collar, concealed zipped 

pockets and a front zip fastening with a storm flap. Crafted from 

recycled ripstop polyester with a water-repellent finish, the 

practical design is accented with a mix of quilted patterns: 

horizontal on the back, vertical along the sides and the figure-

flattering chevron motif on the chest. The Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic bottles – adds extra warmth, while 

the Lycra-infused elasticated trims detailed with the brand's logo 

ensure a snug fit. The inner label illustrates the sustainable 

features of this garment.

- Regular fit 

- Stand collar, front zip fastening and zipped pockets ensure maximum functionality

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and energy 

consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the Repreve 

fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Quilted detailing creates a flattering finish

- Elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Inner label showcases the sustainable features of this garment, logo patch on the chest

With Repreve padding

011417 Bayonne jacket

Bayonne jacket in recycled ripstop 

polyester with a water-repellent 

finish. It features a dynamic quilted 

pattern and Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic bottles.

The Bayonne jacket offers a fresh and feminine take on the 

practical wardrobe staple – in true North Sails' style. Not just for 

the great outdoors, the comfortable silhouette is conveniently 

equipped with a hood, front pockets and a front zip fastening 

with a storm flap. Crafted from recycled ripstop polyester with a 

water-repellent finish, the practical design is accented with a mix 

of quilted patterns: horizontal on the back, vertical along the 

sides and the figure-flattering chevron motif on the chest. The 

Repreve padding – made from recycled plastic bottles – adds 

extra warmth, while the Lycra-infused elasticated trims detailed 

with the brand's logo ensure a snug fit. The inner label illustrates 

the sustainable features of this garment.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, zip fastening and practical pockets 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and energy 

consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the Repreve 

fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Quilted detailing creates a flattering finish

- Elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Inner label showcases the sustainable features of this garment, logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve padding

011418 Anglet jacket

Made from recycled ripstop 

polyester with a water-repellent 

finish, the Anglet jacket features a 

longline silhouette, quilted detailing 

and Repreve padding – made from 

recycled plastic bottles.

With its feminine longline silhouette, the Anglet jacket is the 

perfect companion for your cold-weather adventures. It's crafted 

from recycled ripstop polyesters with a water-repellent coating 

and accented with a mix of quilted patterns: horizontal on the 

back, vertical along the sides and the figure-flattering chevron 

motif on the chest. The Repreve padding – made from recycled 

plastic bottles – adds extra warmth, while the Lycra-infused 

elasticated trims detailed with the brand's logo ensure a snug fit. 

A roomy hood, zipped pockets and a front zip fastening with a 

storm flap round off this satisfyingly versatile and perfectly 

practical piece. The inner label illustrates the sustainable 

features of this garment.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, front zip fastening and zipped pockets ensure maximum practicality 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and energy 

consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the Repreve 

fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Quilted detailing creates a flattering finish

- Elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Inner label showcases the sustainable features of this garment, logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve padding



011420 Nazaire parka

Nazaire parka crafted from a water-

repellent blend of cotton and 

nylon. Padded for warmth, it 

features a roomy hood with a faux 

fur trim and a quilted lining.

Perfect for your outdoor adventures and the city commutes alike 

– the Nazaire parka will freshen up casual, as well as more 

refined looks. The regular-fit silhouette is crafted from a water-

repellent blend of cotton and nylon and features a zip fastening 

concealed by a button placket, elasticated cuffs and a 

comfortable drawstring waist, which you can easily adjust to 

create a personalised fit.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood with a faux fur trim, button-fastening flap pockets and zip fastening 

concealed by a button placket

- Made from a water-repellent blend of cotton and nylon

- Cotton-wool padding and quilted lining 

- Drawstring waist can be adjusted for a personalised fit

- Lycra-infused elasticated cuffs with adjustable tabs keep the chill out

- Logo patch on the sleeve

In cotton-nylon blend

011430 Yport parka

Yport parka in breathable and water-

repellent, recycled softshell fabric. 

Padded for warmth, it features a 

drawstring hood and a quilted 

lining.

Equal parts smart, practical and sustainable – the Yport parka is a 

signature North Sails style. The regular-fit silhouette is crafted 

from recycled softshell fabric with a breathable, water-repellent 

texture and lightly padded for warmth. It comes complete with a 

quilted lining in a contrasting hue, as well as a comfortable 

drawstring waist, which can be easily adjusted to create a 

flattering shape.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, flap pockets and zip fastening with snap buttons concealed under the 

placket

- Recycled softshell fabric with breathable and water-repellent coating

- Cotton-wool padding and quilted lining 

- Internal drawstring at the waist can be adjusted for a personalised fit

- Lycra-infused elasticated trims keep the chill out

- Logo patch on the sleeve

In recycled softshell

011431
Portbail bomber 

jacket

Portbail bomber jacket in 

breathable and water-repellent, 

recycled softshell fabric. Padded for 

warmth, it features a roomy hood 

and an adjustable drawstring hem.

A feminine take on the functional wardrobe staple – this Portbail 

bomber jacket is crafted from recycled softshell fabric with a 

breathable and water-repellent texture. Lightly padded for 

warmth, it's also conveniently equipped with performance-

driven details, such as zipped pockets, logo-detailed elasticated 

trims and the adjustable drawstring hem, which makes it easy to 

create a personalised fit.

- Regular fit 

- Hood, zipped pockets and zip fastening for full functionality

- Recycled softshell fabric with breathable and water-repellent coating

- Cotton-wool padding and quilted lining

- Drawstring hem can be adjusted for a personalised fit

- Lycra-infused elasticated trims keep the chill out

- Logo patch on the sleeve

In recycled softshell

011432 Crotoy jacket

Crotoy jacket in matte nylon with a 

water-repellent finish, filled with 

Repreve padding – made from 

recycled plastic bottles.

The Crotoy jacket embodies North Sails' mission to champion 

sustainable products that contribute to the health of our planet. 

Crafted from water-repellent matte nylon and quilted in a 

graphic striped pattern, it's also lined with recycled nylon for 

comfort and filled with Repreve padding made from recycled 

plastic bottles. The versatile silhouette comes complete with a 

roomy hood, practical pockets, a two-way zip fastening 

concealed by a button placket and an adjustable drawstring 

waist.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, welt pockets and concealed two-way zip fastening ensure maximum 

functionality 

- Made from matte nylon with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and energy 

consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the Repreve 

fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Drawstring waist can be adjusted for a personalised fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve padding

011433
Merlimont 

bomber jacket

Merlimont bomber jacket crafted 

from matte nylon with a water-

repellent finish and filled with 

Repreve padding – made from 

recycled plastic bottles.

A versatile silhouette packed with performance-driven details – 

the Merlimont jacket is a reliable choice for any occasion. Crafted 

from water-repellent matte nylon that's quilted in a graphic 

striped pattern, it's also lined with recycled nylon for comfort 

and filled with Repreve padding made from recycled plastic 

bottles. A removable hood and an adjustable drawstring hem 

ensure a personalised fit and countless styling options.

- Regular fit 

- Removable hood, welt pockets and concealed two-way zip fastening ensure maximum 

functionality 

- Made from matte nylon with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and energy 

consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the Repreve 

fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Drawstring hem can be adjusted for a personalised fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve padding



011434
Iannion bomber 

jacket

Iannion bomber jacket crafted from 

iridescent nylon with a water-

repellent coating and filled with 

Repreve padding – made from 

recycled plastic bottles.

Simple or standout? This Iannion bomber jacket ticks both boxes. 

It's crafted from water-repellent nylon with an innovative 

iridescent coating and detailed with horizontal quilting to keep 

you warm without added bulk. Lined with recycled nylon and 

filled with Repreve padding – made from recycled plastic bottles 

– it comes complete with a removable hood and an adjustable 

drawstring hem for countless styling options.

- Regular fit 

- Removable hood, welt pockets and concealed two-way zip fastening ensure maximum 

functionality 

- Made from iridescent nylon with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and energy 

consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the Repreve 

fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Drawstring hem can be adjusted for a personalised fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve padding

011438
Marblehead 2L 

parka

Marblehead 2L parka with a 4-in-1 

design comprising a detachable and 

reversible liner that can be worn 

alone or layered for added 

insulation. Made from recycled 

polyester with a wind and 

waterproof coating.

Comfortable, functional and versatile – the Marblehead 2L 

women's parka features a 4-in-1 construction that ensures 

supreme weather protection and adaptability. The regular-fit 

silhouette is cut from wind and waterproof technical fabric and 

features a removable hood, practical side pockets and a two-way 

zip fastening with a concealed button placket. The detachable 

liner filled with Thermore padding is also cleverly reversible, 

allowing you to switch between the smooth and quilted sides. 

Wear it separately, if you require something a little lighter, or 

combine both layers for maximum weather protection.

- Regular fit 

- 4-in-1 design with a detachable and reversible liner

- Removable hood, practical pockets and two-way zip fastening with a concealed button 

placket

- Wind and waterproof, recycled polyester

- Detachable liner filled with Thermore padding – made from recycled plastic bottles

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Thermore 

padding

021568
Wool blend 

beanie

Wool blend beanie knitted in a 

cable-knit pattern, detailed with a 

tonal pom pom.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your winter 

outfits – this beanie is a seasonal North Sails must-have. It's 

crafted from a soft wool blend, knitted in a classic cable-knit 

pattern and detailed with a ribbed edge for a snug fit. A tonal 

pom pom and a logo tag on the side round off the look.

- Soft wool blend knitted in a classic cable-knit pattern

- Ribbed edge for a snug fit

- Tonal pom pom adds a playful, feminine touch

- Logo tag on the side

With a pom pom

021569 Wool blend scarf
Wool blend scarf knitted in a classic 

cable-knit pattern.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your winter 

outfits – this scarf is a seasonal North Sails must-have. It's crafted 

from a soft wool blend knitted in a classic cable-knit pattern, 

making it a wonderfully cosy choice.

- Wool blend knitted in a classic cable-knit pattern

- Logo tag on the side
Cable-knit pattern

021570
Wool blend 

beanie

Wool blend scarf woven in a 

graphic knit pattern and detailed 

with cable-knit edges.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your winter 

outfits – this beanie is a seasonal North Sails must-have. It's 

crafted from a soft wool blend, knitted in a classic cable-knit 

pattern and detailed with a ribbed edge for a snug fit. A tonal 

pom pom and a logo tag on the side round off the look.

- Wool blend with a 3D-effect knit pattern

- Ribbed edge for a snug fit

- Tonal pom pom adds a playful, feminine touch

- Logo tag on the side

With a pom pom

021571 Wool blend scarf

Wool blend scarf woven in a 

graphic knit pattern and detailed 

with cable-knit edges.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your winter 

outfits – this scarf is a seasonal North Sails must-have. It's crafted 

from a soft wool blend knitted in a 3D-effect graphic pattern and 

detailed with cable-knit edges for a cosy finish. Complete with a 

logo tag on the side.

- Wool blend with a 3D-effect knit pattern

- Ribbed edge for a snug fit

- Logo tag on the side

3D knit pattern



074631
Loose-fit chino 

trousers

Loose-fit chino trousers in stretch-

infused cotton satin, featuring a 

waistband with belt loops, a straight 

leg and practical pockets.

Cut in a straight, slightly loose shape, these chino trousers 

feature angled side pockets and a single buttoned welt pocket on 

the back. They're crafted from smooth cotton satin, woven with 

a hint of stretch for comfort, and come complete with an 

appliqué logo on the back for a signature finishing touch.

- Effortless, slightly loose silhouette 

- Waistband with belt loops 

- Angled side pockets, buttoned back welt pocket

- Soft and lightweight stretch satin woven with a hint of stretch for comfort 

- Concealed zip fly and button fastening

- Logo patch appliquéd on the back adds a signature finishing touch

In stretch satin

074633
Cotton blend 

trousers

Sports-inspired chino trousers 

made from a crisp blend of cotton 

and Lyocell, detailed with an 

elasticated drawstring waistband, 

side pockets and a rear welt pocket.

Perfect when training, travelling or simply enjoying some 

downtime – these sports-inspired chino trousers are fashioned 

from a blend of cotton and Lyocell with a crisp and lightweight 

texture. They have an elasticated drawstring waistband, practical 

side pockets and a single welt pocket on the back, embroidered 

with the brand's logo.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Soft and lightweight blend of cotton and Lyocell

- Elasticated drawstring waistband

- Practical side pockets, single welt pocket on the back

- Logo patch appliquéd on the back adds a signature finishing touch

With a drawstring 

waist

074634 Five-pocket jeans

Five-pocket jeans in organic cotton, 

featuring a mid rise, a straight leg 

and classic five-pocket detailing.

Make your wardrobe more sustainable with these classic slim-fit 

jeans crafted from organic cotton denim. They feature a 

comfortable mid rise, a straight leg and classic five-pocket 

detailing, and come complete with a button and a concealed zip 

fastening, plus a logo patch on the back.

- Slim fit 

- Waistband with belt loops 

- Five-pocket design 

- Organic cotton denim with a soft, pleasant texture

- Concealed zip fly and button fastening

- :ogo patch on the back

In organic cotton

074635
Fleece jogging 

bottoms

Jogging bottoms in stretch cotton 

fleece, featuring an elasticated 

drawstring waistband, two side 

pockets and a single patch pocket 

on the back.

Perfect when training, travelling or simply enjoying some 

downtime – these jogging bottoms are fashioned from soft 

cotton fleece woven with a touch of stretch for comfort. They're 

detailed with an elasticated drawstring waistband, two side 

pockets and a single patch pocket on the back, accented with the 

brand's logo tag.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Soft cotton fleece woven with a touch of stretch for comfort

- Elasticated drawstring waistband

- Practical side pockets and a single patch pocket on the back.

- Logo patch appliquéd on the back adds a signature finishing touch

With a drawstring 

waist

074637
Fleece jogging 

bottoms

Jogging bottoms in stretch cotton 

fleece, featuring an elasticated 

drawstring waistband and angled 

front pockets.

Perfect when training, travelling or simply enjoying some 

downtime – these jogging bottoms are fashioned from soft 

cotton fleece, woven with a touch of stretch for comfort. They're 

detailed with an elasticated drawstring waistband and practical 

angled front pockets.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Soft cotton fleece woven with a touch of stretch for comfort

- Elasticated drawstring waistband

- Angled front pockets ensure functionality

With a drawstring 

waist

093603 Zip-up hoodie

Zip-up hoodie in brushed cotton 

fleece woven with a hint of stretch 

for comfort. It features a roomy 

kangaroo pocket and a maxi logo on 

the chest.

This hoodie oozes comfort thanks to the supremely soft, brushed 

cotton fleece woven with a touch of stretch for flexibility. 

Accented with a maxi logo with a textured finish, it features a 

practical zip fastening, a kangaroo pocket and a roomy 

drawstring hood. Finished with ribbed trims for a snug fit.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Brushed cotton fleece woven with a touch of stretch for comfort

- Roomy hood and ribbed trims

- Zip fastening ensures easy layering

- Maxi logo with a textured finish on the chest

In brushed fleece

093605

Sweatshirt in 

brushed cotton 

fleece

Relaxed-fit sweatshirt in brushed 

cotton fleece woven with a touch of 

stretch for comfort. It features a 

crew neck, long sleeves with 

dropped armholes and the brand's 

logo on the chest.

This cosy sweatshirt is crafted from supremely soft, brushed 

cotton fleece woven with a touch of stretch for flexibility. With 

its sports-inspired silhouette and feminine details, it will slot 

seamlessly into your casual and off-duty looks. Notice the maxi 

logo on the chest, finished with an innovative mix of textures.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal

- Brushed cotton fleece woven with a touch of stretch for comfort

- Classic crew neck and long sleeves with dropped armholes ensure easy movement

- Ribbed trims for a sporty touch

- Maxi logo finished with an innovative mix of textures

With a maxi logo



093607 Logo hoodie

Regular-fit hoodie in brushed 

cotton fleece woven with a hint of 

stretch for comfort. It features long 

raglan sleeves and the brand's logo 

on the chest, accented with an 

innovative mix of textures.

This cosy hoodie is crafted from supremely soft, brushed cotton 

fleece woven with a touch of stretch for a flexible fit. Equal parts 

feminine and practical, it will slot seamlessly into your casual and 

off-duty looks. Notice the brand's logo lettering on the chest, 

finished with an innovative mix of textures.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Brushed cotton fleece woven with a touch of stretch for comfort

- Roomy hood and long raglans sleeves ensure cosiness and easy movement

- Ribbed trims for a sporty touch

- Maxi logo lettering finished with an innovative mix of textures

Maxi logo lettering

093610 Zip-up hoodie

Zip-up hoodie in pure cotton fleece 

with a brushed texture, featuring 

practical side pockets and the 

brand's logo lettering embroidered 

on the chest.

Feminine, functional and endlessly versatile – this hoodie is 

fashioned from pure cotton fleece with a brushed texture and 

detailed with the brand's logo lettering embroidered on the 

chest. A roomy drawstring hood, practical side pockets and a 

front zip fastening ensure comfort throughout the day. Finished 

with ribbed trims for a snug fit.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Brushed cotton fleece woven with a soft, pleasant texture

- Roomy hood and ribbed trims for comfort

- Zip fastening ensures easy layering

- Logo letterina embroidered on the chest

With embroidered 

logo

094015 Silk blend t-shirt

Relaxed-fit t-shirt in a lightweight 

blend of silk and modal, featuring a 

wide crew neck, three-quarter 

length sleeves with dropped 

armholes and the brand's logo 

lettering on the chest.

With its versatile shape, feminine feel and standout details – this 

t-shirt will slot seamlessly into your daily rotation. It features a 

relaxed fit, a wide crew neck and three-quarter length sleeves 

with dropped armholes. The lightweight blend of silk and modal 

ensures a pleasant, breathable feel.

- Relaxed-fit silhouette with a wide crew neck and three-quarter length sleeves with 

dropped armholes

- Lightweight blend of silk and modal ensures a pleasant, breathable feel 

- Logo lettering on the chest ensures a signature finish

With logo lettering

094016 Silk blend t-shirt

Relaxed-fit t-shirt in a lightweight 

blend of silk and modal, featuring a 

wide crew neck, long sleeves and 

the brand's logo lettering on the 

chest.

With its versatile shape and feminine feel – this t-shirt will slot 

seamlessly into your daily rotation. It features a relaxed fit, a 

wide crew neck and long sleeves. The lightweight blend of silk 

and modal ensures a pleasant, breathable feel.

- Relaxed-fit silhouette with a wide crew neck and long sleeves

- Lightweight blend of silk and modal ensures a pleasant, breathable feel 

- Logo lettering on the chest ensures a signature finish

With logo lettering

094019
Striped cotton t-

shirt

Regular-fit t-shirt in cotton jersey 

printed with nautical stripes. It 

features a crew neck, long sleeves, 

subtle side slits at the hem and the 

brand's logo tag on the side.

North Sails' seasonal take on nautical stripes – this t-shirt is cut 

to a relaxed fit from lightweight cotton jersey with a soft, 

pleasant texture. It features a wide crew neck, long sleeves and 

subtle side slits at the hem for easy layering and freedom of 

movement.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves 

- Lightweight jersey made from a blend of cotton and modal with a soft, pleasant texture

- Subtle side slits at the hem for comfort and easy layering

- Logo tag positioned discreetly on the side

With side slits

095083
Wool-cashmere 

blend jumper

Relaxed-fit jumper with a round 

neck, long sleeves and tubular 

trims, knitted from a supremely soft 

blend of wool and cashmere.

Style, functionality and North Sails' signature details meet in this 

relaxed-fit jumper. Knitted from a supremely soft blend of wool 

and cashmere, it features a round neck, long sleeves and tubular 

trims for a modern finish.

- Wool-cashmere blend with a warm and luxurious texture

- Round neck and tubular trims ensure versatility and comfort

- Logo tag positioned discreetly on the side

With a round neck

095084
Wool-cashmere 

blend jumper

Relaxed-fit jumper with a V neck, 

long sleeves and tubular trims, 

knitted from a supremely soft blend 

of wool and cashmere.

Style, functionality and North Sails' signature details meet in this 

relaxed-fit jumper. Knitted from a supremely soft blend of wool 

and cashmere, it features a V neck, long sleeves and tubular 

trims for a modern finish.

- Wool-cashmere blend with a warm and luxurious texture

- V neck and tubular trims ensure versatility and comfort

- Logo tag positioned discreetly on the side

With a V neck

095085
Wool blend 

jumper

Regular-fit jumper knitted from a 

soft wool blend, featuring a high 

neck with a tubular trim, long raglan 

sleeves and the North Sails logo 

patch at the hem.

Equal parts cosy and practical – this jumper is a versatile addition 

to your everyday wardrobe. It's knitted from a soft wool blend 

and features a high neck with a tubular trim and long raglan 

sleeves. The brand's logo patch at the hem adds a subtle 

finishing touch.

- Soft wool blend with a warm and cosy texture 

- Regular fit and long raglan sleeves make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch at the hem

With a high neck



095086
Cashmere blend 

jumper

Relaxed-fit jumper fashioned from a 

soft blend of cashmere, viscose and 

wool with a ribbed texture. It 

features a feminine V neck and long 

sleeves.

Knitted from a soft blend of wool, viscose and cashmere, this 

jumper is a cosy addition to any wardrobe. It features a relaxed 

fit, a ribbed texture and graphic detailing on the front, as well as 

a feminine V neck and a subtle logo patch at the hem.

- Made from a soft blend of cashmere, wool and viscose with a fluid, lightweight feel

- V neck and long sleeves make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Ribbed texture ensures a snug fit

- Logo patch at the hem

With a V neck

095087
Wool blend 

jumper

Relaxed-fit jumper with a round 

neck and long sleeves, knitted from 

a soft wool blend with a tactile 

finish. Ribbed trims ensure a snug 

fit.

Knitted from a soft wool blend, this jumper stands out with its 

unique mix of textures that lends a modern, graphic touch to the 

streamlined silhouette. It features a relaxed fit, a round neck, 

long sleeves and ribbed trims for an extra dose of cosiness.

- Wool blend with a warm and luxurious texture

- Innovative mix of textures adds a statement, graphic touch

- Round neck and ribbed trims ensure easy layering

- Logo detail at the hem adds a signature finish

With a round neck

095092
Wool blend 

cardigan

Loose-fit hooded cardigan with a 

waist belt. It’s knitted from a soft 

blend of wool and cotton accented 

with ribbed trims.

Perfect over a t-shirt or a classic shirt – this cardigan will refine 

countless casual looks. It's crafted from a soft blend of wool and 

cotton to a loose shape that's perfect for layering. A roomy hood, 

a belted waist and ribbed trims round off the look.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Roomy hood and adjustable waist belt ensure an effortless, easy vibe 

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo detail at the hem adds a signature finish

With a belt

095095
Wool-alpaca 

blend jumper

Wool-alpaca blend jumper knitted 

in a horizontal pattern for textural 

appeal. It features a round neck, 

long sleeves and ribbed trims.

Warm, cosy and stylish – this jumper is knitted from a soft wool-

alpaca blend detailed with a horizontal pattern for textural 

appeal. It features a round neck, long raglan sleeves and ribbed 

trims that frame the relaxed silhouette.

- Wool-alpaca blend with a warm and luxurious texture

- Round neck and long raglan sleeves make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo detail at the hem adds a signature finish

With a round neck

095096
Wool-cashmere 

blend jumper

Turtle neck jumper with long 

sleeves and chunky ribbed trims, 

knitted from a warm and cosy blend 

of wool, cashmere and viscose.

A versatile everyday staple – this jumper is a perfect example of 

the collection's functional, urban aesthetic. Knitted from a warm 

blend of wool, cashmere and viscose, it features a relaxed fit, a 

turtle neck, long sleeves and chunky ribbed trims for extra 

cosiness.

- Made from a blend of wool, cashmere and viscose with a warm and cosy texture

- Ribbed turtle neck and long sleeves ensure extra protection from the elements

- Chunky ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo detail at the hem adds a signature finish

With a turtle neck

095097
Cashmere blend 

jumper

This jumper is characterised by a 

boat neck, long sleeves, subtle side 

slits and a longer back hem. It's 

fashioned from a soft blend of 

cashmere and viscose with a ribbed 

texture.

Both feminine and functional – this jumper embodies North Sails' 

signature aesthetic. It's fashioned from a soft blend of cashmere 

and viscose and features a relaxed fit, a flattering boat neck, long 

sleeves with dropped armholes and a longer back hem with 

subtle side slits.

- Cashmere-viscose blend with a soft and lightweight texture

- Feminine boat neckline and subtle side slits add to its relaxed, versatile appeal

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch at the hem

With a boat neck

095107
Mohair turtle 

neck jumper

Regular-fit turtle neck jumper with 

long sleeves. It's fashioned from a 

soft mohair blend and detailed with 

an intarsia knit pattern and ribbed 

trims.

The perfect layering piece for your smart and casual looks, 

whatever the occasion, this jumper will slot seamlessly into any 

wardrobe. It's fashioned from a soft mohair blend and detailed 

with an intarsia knit pattern and ribbed trims for a snug fit.

- Made from a soft mohair blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular fit and a turtle neck make it an effortless and versatile staple

- 3D-effect texture adds a distinctive finish 

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch at the hem

3D intarsia pattern


